Located inside the luxurious HRH Tower, Reliquary is a destination spa experience. The deluxe space includes an over-sized reception area, 21 treatment rooms, fitness studio, men’s and women’s locker facilities complete with lounge and fireplace, wet and dry saunas and whirlpool. At the epicenter of the 25,000 square foot spa is the stunning co-ed Roman Bath. Known for its ancient history of healing waters, the spa’s version of a centuries old bathhouse features private cabana areas, lounge space and great spa amenities. Signature treatments exclusive to Reliquary Spa include the Drum Sticks body therapy treatment, featuring bamboo reeds to help rebalance the body’s energy flow; and the Serenity facial, a 75-minute anti-aging retreat featuring a luxurious hand and foot treatment.

To make an appointment, please call 702.693.5520 or visit www.hardrockhotel.com
[ FACIAL TREATMENTS ]

SERENITY  RELIQUARY SIGNATURE SERVICE
Indulge in our signature, customized facial. A combination of products are used to leave the skin refreshed and youthful. A specialized mask on your face, hands and feet will leave you revitalized from head to toe. 75 MIN – $215

RED CARPET  Get ready for your close up! This decadent treatment is designed to deeply hydrate and plump your skin resulting in a radiant and glowing effect. Any lines will be smooth and the skin’s texture strengthened with the combination of vitamins and antioxidants used, leaving you with a flawless finish. 50 MIN – $150

HELP  This deep pore cleansing facial is perfect for anyone experiencing congested, oily or blemish prone (acneic) skin. The combination of products helps to reduce oil without drying and gives the skin the hydration it needs. 50 MIN – $140

TIMELESS  The unique combination of ingredients work together to reduce fine lines, leaving skin with a natural and healthy glow. A great source of vitamins, this age defying service is great for all skin types. 50 MIN – $140

UNDER PRESSURE  Perfect for stressed skin and a stressed you. Aromatherapy essential oils are used to detox and balance the skin. The specific facial massage technique also aides in relieving sinus pressure and puffy eyes. 50 MIN – $140

KING OF ROCK  Especially for men, this facial includes deep pore cleansing, a customized mask and a tranquil shoulder, neck and facial massage. 50 MIN – $140

RUSH  Indulgence when your time is precious, this facial is designed to refresh your complexion between regular full facial visits. 25 MIN – $90
PARADISE BODY COCKTAIL   Refresh yourself with our full face and body cocktail. The combination of a facial and body wrap will leave your skin firm and quenched from head to toe. A light exfoliation starts this delicious treatment followed by a lifting body wrap, and finally a brightening facial. Talk about luxury… **75 MIN – $225**

PUDDLE OF MUD  The self-heating mud is remarkably relaxing. Micro bubbles release muscle congestion and nourish tissue while improving mobility. A Vichy shower rinses away every last trace of tension, washing your aches and pains down the drain. **50 MIN – $160**

*Guests with iodine allergies should refrain from having this treatment.*

YESTERDAY   This organic sugar scrub and antioxidant wrap is the best nature can deliver. The unique ingredients help regenerate and firm stressed skin and moisturize to help reduce visible signs of aging. It will bring your skin back in time. **50 MIN – $140**

SWEET MELODY Enveloped in a specialized blend of sugar and essential oils, the skin is exfoliated to reveal a soft, smooth sheen. After a Vichy waterfall rinse, the body is left silky smooth, then hydrated with a veil of moisturizing lotion that leaves the skin glowing with health and vibrancy. **50 MIN – $140**

REHAB   Our intense detoxifying treatment eliminates impurities, increases circulation and balances the skin, body and mind. When the lymph system is stimulated it will carry toxins out of the body, leaving you good as new **50 MIN – $140**

PLUS ONE  **COUPLES TREATMENTS** Many of our spa services are available for couples upon room availability. Please ask our spa coordinators for availability and pricing.

[ **SUNSHINY DAYS** ]

FULL BODY • UPPER or LOWER BODY   Bestow a beautiful bronzed glow without exposure to the sun’s damaging rays. **FULL BODY – $75**

**UPPER OR LOWER BODY – $40**
MASSAGE THERAPIES

DRUM STICKS RELIQUARY SIGNATURE SERVICE
This massage includes the use of bamboo reeds for drumming, tapping and rolling to rebalance the body’s energy flow while working deep within the muscles and trigger points. 50 MIN – $165 / 80 MIN – $225

HARMONIC RELIQUARY SIGNATURE SERVICE
Sound has the power to soothe, invigorate and inspire us. This massage combines sound vibrations with points and meridians from the art of acupuncture. These two powerful modalities create an experience that is uniquely relaxing and remarkably effective. 80 MIN – $225

ROCK MY WORLD
The worries of the day melt away and the mind is cleared as heat from smooth, river stones soften and sedate tense muscles. You will leave feeling grounded. 75 MIN – $220

ALL ABOUT ME
A therapeutic moderate to deep pressure massage designed for individuals wanting more detailed body work on specific muscle groups. 50 MIN – $165 / 80 MIN – $225

DEEP DOWN
Deeper, more direct pressure is applied to specific trigger points to relieve stress and tension, release painful muscle tightening and ease chronic pain. 50 MIN – $155 / 80 MIN – $215

FUSION
Shiatsu and Thai massage combine to leave you with a feeling of lightness while creating flexibility and to promote overall health. 50 MIN – $155 / 80 MIN – $215 *Please wear comfortable, loose fitting clothing.

ROCK STAR
Our version of a classic Swedish massage. Long, rhythmic strokes are utilized to optimize relaxation, increase circulation, and bring balance to your mind, body and soul. This light to medium pressure massage is recommended for first timers. 50 MIN – $140 / 80 MIN – $195

*Please wear comfortable, loose fitting clothing.
**FUSION**  Shiatsu and Thai massage combine to leave you with a feeling of lightness while creating flexibility and to promote overall health.  
*50 MIN – $155 / 80 MIN – $215  
*Please wear comfortable, loose fitting clothing.

**ROCK-A-BYE BABY**  This customized maternity massage is designed to relieve your tired, aching back, legs and feet. Both mother and baby are nurtured as the tension melts away. This massage can be enjoyed after the first trimester.  
*50 MIN – $140

**SOUL**  Based on the time honored belief that zones of the feet correspond to specific areas of the body, this session stimulates circulation while relieving stress and balancing the body’s energy points.  
*25 MIN – $90

**GET TO THE POINT**  This massage is designed specifically for those that are pressed for time or have high tension areas that need special attention such as the neck, shoulders or back.  
*25 MIN – $90

---

**[ WAXING SERVICES ]**

- **BACK**  $75 AND UP
- **BIKINI**  $65
- **BIKINI & BUTTOCKS**  $75
- **BRAZILIAN BIKINI**  $90
- **CHEST**  $65 AND UP
- **EARS, HANDS OR FEET**  $25
- **FULL ARM**  $50
- **HALF ARM OR UNDERARM**  $35
- **FULL LEG**  $90
- **HALF LEG**  $70
- **LIP, BROW OR CHIN**  $35
HOURS OF OPERATION
SPA HOURS: 8AM TO 7PM DAILY

SPA FACILITY FEES
HOTEL GUESTS $27 • NON-HOTEL GUESTS* $50
*USE OF FACILITY IS INCLUDED WITH THE PURCHASE OF SPA TREATMENT

APPOINTMENTS
Our knowledgeable staff will be happy to recommend and schedule a spa experience specifically for you.

All appointments must be guaranteed with a credit card (or room charge if you are a Hard Rock guest.)

To ensure treatment time, therapist or service you prefer is available, we suggest you schedule your visit early.

We have male and female therapists; please indicate at time of booking if you have a preference. We will do our best to accommodate your request.

If you wish to bring your own music, iPod docks are available in our treatment rooms.

Guests must be at least 18 years old.

GRATUITIES
For your convenience, a 20% service charge is added to all treatments and will be distributed to the service providers and support team that assist you during your visit. Adjustments can be made at your discretion based on the service you experience.

ARRIVAL
As a courtesy to other guests, all treatments will end at the scheduled time.

We recommend that you arrive at least 30 minutes prior to your scheduled service, to allow time to enjoy the steam, sauna and whirlpools, and relax and prepare for your treatments.

CANCELLATIONS
Cancellations or time changes must be received at least 24 hours prior to the appointment time or you will be charged 50% of the price of the appointments. All “No Shows” will be billed at 100% full treatment rate.

SPA ETIQUETTE
Reliquary provides our guests with robes and spa sandals while you are in the spa. Workout clothing or swimwear is not provided however these items may be available for purchase.

We respectfully request that guests do not leave valuables in our lockers at any time during their visit.

To ensure our spa maintains a tranquil environment, please refrain from using cell phones during your time here. This is your time to unplug from the outside world and reenergize yourself.

FITNESS STUDIO
Experience our state of the art fitness studio equipped with cardiovascular, circuit training and core training equipment. Each cardio piece is equipped with its own TV and iPod dock so please feel free to bring your headphones or use a pair of ours.

*CLOSED-TOE SHOES AND SHIRT MUST BE WEAR IN THE FITNESS STUDIO